INSTRUCTIONS

TWO-COLOR OPERATION by TOUCH: 1. Touch a single contact point to turn light “ON” or “OFF”. 2. To change color, touch the opposing contact point. 3. To “DIM” the light, touch and hold a single contact point until the desired intensity is achieved; then release the contact point.

INSTALLATION  Step 1 – After thoroughly inspecting area for installation, remove template (below) and tape to desired mounting location.  Step 2 – Drill holes as indicated and mount using fasteners provided. Be sure not to overtighten.

NOTE:
On dome lights that are used to control external lighting (“3-wire lights”), one of the touch switches controls the external lights and the other controls the built-in light. The external light is turned on or off with a simple touch. The built-in light is switched from dim red, to bright red, to dim white, to bright white and back to off with each successive touch. If the switch is touched and held, the light will turn off. The light has a built-in circuit breaker for the external lighting circuit that will trip at greater than 2.5 amps. To reset the circuit breaker, disconnect power to the light.

Contact Point 1

Drill appropriate size pilot holes for 3 - #6 self tapping screws (provided)

Contact Point 2

3/4” Wire Exit Hole
(1.9cm)

Up to 580mA @ 12V
Up to 290mA @ 24V